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About This Game

GamePlay: Shoot a tone of deer, earn points, buy better guns to kill deer faster.

Features:

• Weapons: Snipers, assault rifles, and pistols

Title: DeerHunterX
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation

Developer:
Hunterx

Publisher:
Hunterx

Release Date: 21 Apr, 2018

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 MB R

English

deer hunter xbox. deer hunter x bow. deer hunter x bow. deer hunter xbox

What this game lacks in brand name studio advertising and high profile streamer support, it makes up for in competitive spirit,
difficulty, and complexity--as well as top-of-the-line gun physics and breathtaking graphics. With a wide variety of guns to

choose from, the meta of DeerHunterX promises to stay fresh for years to come. The Barrett provides a strong optic with laser
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accuracy, but the M16A4 offers a high rate of fire and larger magazine. Several other guns, including a semiautomatic shotgun,
offer a well-balanced selection of loadouts for eager DeerHunters. The AI of the titular "Deer" is beyond that of any AI in any

AAA-studio game on the market, Far Cry 5 be damned. They react dynamically to your presence, requiring stealth expertise and
careful positioning to kill even the slowest of deer. The constant challenge of increasing your killcount in DeerHunterX's vast
and varied landscape provides hours and hours of gameplay; as you master one weapon, the Deer master it as well, learning its

sound and how to escape its dangers. The environment of DeerHunterX is amazing, to say the least. The game could be a
walking simulator and I would still put hours into it. Rolling hills, dense forests, lush meadows--playing the game takes you to a
world as detailed and captivating as Tolkien's Middle Earth, with the added bonus of an endless population of Deer to Hunt(X).
Spend a while staring up at the sky. You won't regret it. All in all, DeerHunterX promises to be a mainstay of Steam libraries for

any serious and discerning gamer for years to come. The addition of multiplayer, if it comes, will place it in the Hall of Fame
with other all-time great competitive FPS games, but until then, the in-depth and captivating open world campaign is sure to

reward any gamer willing to put time and dedication into the best indie video game of the 21st century so far.. worst game ever
made. What a piece of crap. Refund request sent.. Couldn't even play it. Bought this game while it was on sale, thought I could
support a simple, indie game. Wasn't expecting anything too complex, just a game I could go in and shoot things. But it literally

runs at less than a frame per second. There's no options in the main menu to even attempt to optimize it. I've had issues with
games running slow on my laptop before, but I've played both new and old, indie and AAA, and none of them have ran as poorly

as this game.. What this game lacks in brand name studio advertising and high profile streamer support, it makes up for in
competitive spirit, difficulty, and complexity--as well as top-of-the-line gun physics and breathtaking graphics. With a wide
variety of guns to choose from, the meta of DeerHunterX promises to stay fresh for years to come. The Barrett provides a

strong optic with laser accuracy, but the M16A4 offers a high rate of fire and larger magazine. Several other guns, including a
semiautomatic shotgun, offer a well-balanced selection of loadouts for eager DeerHunters. The AI of the titular "Deer" is

beyond that of any AI in any AAA-studio game on the market, Far Cry 5 be damned. They react dynamically to your presence,
requiring stealth expertise and careful positioning to kill even the slowest of deer. The constant challenge of increasing your
killcount in DeerHunterX's vast and varied landscape provides hours and hours of gameplay; as you master one weapon, the

Deer master it as well, learning its sound and how to escape its dangers. The environment of DeerHunterX is amazing, to say the
least. The game could be a walking simulator and I would still put hours into it. Rolling hills, dense forests, lush

meadows--playing the game takes you to a world as detailed and captivating as Tolkien's Middle Earth, with the added bonus of
an endless population of Deer to Hunt(X). Spend a while staring up at the sky. You won't regret it. All in all, DeerHunterX

promises to be a mainstay of Steam libraries for any serious and discerning gamer for years to come. The addition of
multiplayer, if it comes, will place it in the Hall of Fame with other all-time great competitive FPS games, but until then, the in-

depth and captivating open world campaign is sure to reward any gamer willing to put time and dedication into the best indie
video game of the 21st century so far.. Couldn't even play it. Bought this game while it was on sale, thought I could support a
simple, indie game. Wasn't expecting anything too complex, just a game I could go in and shoot things. But it literally runs at
less than a frame per second. There's no options in the main menu to even attempt to optimize it. I've had issues with games

running slow on my laptop before, but I've played both new and old, indie and AAA, and none of them have ran as poorly as this
game.. Applying for a weapons license is more fun and rewarding.
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